
 � Cut some twigs with 
buds and put the freshly 
cut ends in water. 
Over the next few 
weeks, watch the buds 
burst open. Draw the 
branches every day to 
observe the way they 
change. 

MUD FACES, RAINDROP RACES, GARDEN SPACES: 
Ideas for Families Exploring Nearby Nature Together
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 � Try to catch raindrops on your 
tongue. What do they taste like? 
What do they feel like on your 
skin? What do they sound like? 
What do they look like - can you 
see each droplet? Take a deep 
breath - what do they smell like?

 � Splash in a puddle! Throw small 
stones in the puddle and watch 
the ripples. Sit quietly watching 
the raindrops hit the puddles and 
the soil. 

 � Arrange gutters and buckets to 
make a maze. Predict where the 
rain water will move through the 
maze and watch to find out!

 � Create a mud kitchen bakery, 
with mud pies, mud cupcakes, hot 
chocolate and more!

 � Look for tracks in the mud and try 
to read the story they leave behind.

 � Fingerpaint with mud! Hang 
the artwork up outside using a 
clothesline and clothespins.

 � Create a musical sound station in 
your yard with sap buckets, metal 
pots and pans, tinfoil, and more. 
Listen to the rain music!

 � Make a rain gauge by attaching a 
ruler to a plastic cup or mason jar 
and measure the rainfall.

 � Help amphibians cross the road as 
they travel from upland wintering 
habitats to lowland wetlands to 
breed. Be on the lookout on first 
rainy nights of  spring above 40℉. 
Find a crossing site and submit 
your data through the Amphibian 
Road Crossing Program.

 � Firmly splat a ball of  mud on 
a tree trunk and decorate with 
natural materials to create a face!

ON A RAINY DAY

SPRING

 � Hand Lens

 � Binoculars

 � Bug boxes (recycled plastic 
jars, Port-a-bug, two-way 
magnifying viewer)

 � Gutters and buckets

 � Watering cans

 � Rain barrel

 � Nets

 � Small trowels

 � Crayons

 � Watercolors

 � Rite in the Rain Journal
 � Tick key
 � Muffin tins, pots, pans, mugs, 

bowls, plate, potato masher, 
spoons, tongs, spatula, colander, 
funnel,  whisk, rolling pin, turkey 
baster, ice cream scoop and/or 
other used kitchen supplies for 
mud kitchen

MATERIALS TO 
HAVE ON HAND

 � Rubber boots (rain boots) or multi-
season insulated boots (ex Bogs) 

 � Jacket/sweatshirt

 � Rain Suit (or rain pants & rain 
coat with hood) 

 � Sun hat

 � Rain mittens

RECOMMENDED 
GEAR 

 � Look for amphibian egg 
masses in vernal pools, 
ephemeral wetlands. Check 
back in to see how they 
are changing. Here is an 
identification guide.

https://northbranchnaturecenter.org/amphibian-conservation/
https://northbranchnaturecenter.org/amphibian-conservation/
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/products/field-equipment-supplies/field-containers/jars-observation-containers/port-a-bugr-field-observation-container.html
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/products/optics-containers/magnifiers/4x-6x-two-way-magnifying-viewer.html
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/products/optics-containers/magnifiers/4x-6x-two-way-magnifying-viewer.html
https://www.acornnaturalists.com/products/art-nature-activities/journaling-sketching/all-weather-student-journal-rite-in-the-rainr.html
https://tickkey.com/
https://www.oriannesociety.org/faces-of-the-forest/egg-mass-identification-great-northern-forests/?v=400b9db48e62


 � Find a place to sit and listen to 
birds. Put on your “deer ears” - 
cup your hands behind your ears. 
Keep a list or make a map of  the 
sounds you hear. You can record 
sounds and use the app BirdNet 
or Merlin to identify who is 
singing and calling!

 � Look for the colors of  spring. Take 
a box of  crayons outside and go on 
a scavenger hunt to find something 
natural that matches each color. 
Use the crayon to draw it.

 � Transform yourself  into a bird by 
making a nest big enough to fit in 
and cozy enough to keep your eggs 
safe and warm!

 � Notice a tree leafing out. Can you 
find flowers on your tree? Hold 
white cardboard behind the twig to 
get a close-up photograph.

 � Sit by a stream and listen to the 
sound of  the rushing water. Throw 
small leaves and sticks or make 
your own boat and watch them 
float downstream.

 � Plant seeds in a pot of  soil on a 
sunny windowsill or in a patch of  
loosened dirt outside with plenty 
of  sunshine. Give the seeds a 
little water every day and watch 
them sprout! Sunflower, bean, or 
pea seeds work well because they 
are easy to see and often emerge 
quickly from the soil.

OUT IN YOUR YARD OR 
IN NEARBY NATURE

RECOMMENDED 
BOOKS

 � I Took a Walk by Henry Cole
 � The Secret Pool by Kimberly Ridley
 � A Field Guide to the Animals of  Vernal 

Pools by Leo P. Kenney and 
Matthew R. Burne

 � Swirl by Swirl: Spirals in Nature  
by Joyce Sidman

 � Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt  
by Kate Messner

 � A Seed is Sleepy by Dianna Aston
 � Sorting Through Spring: Math in Nature 

by Lizann Flatt
 � Vermont Birds (Pocket Naturalist Guide) 

by James Kavanagh

 � Big Night for Salamanders  
by Sarah Marwil Lamstein

 � Under One Rock: Bugs, Slugs and Other 
Ughs by Anthony D. Fredericks

 � Have You Heard The Nesting Bird?  
by Rita Gray

 � Mud! by Annie Bailey
 � Three Lost Seeds: Stories of  Becoming  

by Stephie Morton
 � Goodbye Winter, Hello Spring  

by Kenard Pak
 � Lost in the Woods  

by Carl R. Sams and Jean Stoick
 � Waiting for Wings by Lois Ehlert
 � Rain Talk by Mary Serfozo 
 � Jayden’s Impossible Garden  

by Mélina Mangal
 � Mud by Mary Lyn Ray
 � underGROUND by Denise Fleming
 � Worm Weather by Jean Taft

Non-Fiction

Fiction
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SPRING

LIST OF 
RESOURCES

Find links to all underlined 
resources on our website at: 
www.fourwindsinstitute.org

 � Search for fiddleheads 
and other spirals in 
nature. Read Swirl by 
Swirl by Joyce Sidman. 

 � Listen for 
spring 
peepers’ 
namesake PEEP 
and wood frogs’ 
QUACK.

 � Dig a hole and use a hand 
lens to examine what you 
find. Sort the contents into 
piles of  similar-sized stones, 
different colors or textures 
of  soil, plants, and creatures.

https://birdnet.cornell.edu/
https://merlin.allaboutbirds.org/
http://www.fourwindsinstitute.org
https://vimeo.com/149570128
https://vimeo.com/149570128

